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sacked in state over'sweetie' payout she made more than a million dollars a year and had a huge mansion and fine car collection by jane warner 31 may 17 last updated at
15:05 bst, saturday 31 may 2017 a dutch charity boss was sacked after she was accused of allowing a “sweetheart” fiancee to pocket millions of pounds in taxpayer-funded

home care. the woman, who worked for the emmaus foundation, received a £122,000 payoff for a care home she was supposed to run, it is claimed. and it is now reported that
the charity gave another £106,000 to a second “sweetheart”, paying for a lavish honeymoon for her and her live-in boyfriend. a public outcry forced the woman, who was paid

around £600,000 a year, to resign and she then went on to claim £388,000 in expenses. emmaus netherlands, based in rotterdam, said on wednesday it had “proactively”
informed the dutch state last year about the affair. a spokesperson confirmed that the charity had fired the woman, but said it could not confirm whether she was the

“sweetheart” who received the payout. ‘financial security’ the 37-year-old woman, who was employed to run a 60-bed home for dementia patients near amsterdam, was sacked
“proactively” by emmaus in december and “returned to work” with “financial security”, according to the statement. it said the woman had been responsible for running one of

the netherlands’ largest home care institutions. “during the last year of her contract she received an amount from the foundation for her personal good, which was less than the
equivalent of a yearly income of that of a professor of the dutch university system,” the statement added. the dutch public broadcaster nos reported on wednesday that the

woman was involved in the “sexual relationship” with her “sweetheart” fiance. the report, which cites letters seen by nos, also claimed that the woman was “applauded” for her
work when they were told to resign. “it was a casual ‘you’re out’,” said the source, who added that the woman was not asked for a reason for her departure. the dutch

government is now investigating whether the woman could still be in breach of tax law. the charity said it does not comment on individual cases. international charity relations
emmaus’s statement said it had “made every effort to provide proper care to the vulnerable people in the dementia care centre.” it added that it had “received complaints in

recent years from the public as well as from the government. 5ec8ef588b
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